Description: For recent years, the world spandex market has been had the strong demand; with the adjustment of world economic structure, the production center of spandex begins to transfer to the developing countries and these regions are becoming the investment hotspots; the Asia-Pacific region, especially China, has become the rapidest consumption growth country.

As of the end of 2012, there were more than 30 spandex manufacturing enterprises in China with the overall production capacity of 520,000 tons. During 2008 to 2012, China's spandex industry maintained a high equipment operating rate, which mainly owes to the growth of downstream demand. In 2012, the output of Chinese domestic spandex reached 330,000 tons and the equipment operating rate reached 64%.

In terms of China's spandex product supply structure, 20D and 40D products have the larger proportion; the total output of such two kinds of products accounted for about 73% of the total output in 2012. China's spandex consumption is mainly distributed in three major textile provinces, namely Zhejiang, Guangdong and Jiangsu, accounting for about 80% of the total output; the consumption volume of spandex in other provinces is also very large, such as Fujian, Shandong, Shanghai, Hebei and Henan.

After the rapid growth stage of 2011 to 2012, under the influences of industrial periodicity and downstream industry development, the production capacity of the spandex industry will keep the low-rate growth in the future three years; it is estimated that the spandex industry will only have the increase of production capacity of about 30,000 tons by 2015. With the accomplishment of the project with the production capacity of 60,000 tons of Zhejiang Huafon Spandex, the Chinese domestic production capacity will enter the new golden development period again.
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